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Abstract
Title of Dissertation: Cooperation in Maritime Search and Rescue between
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the People’s Republic
of China and the Russian Federation

The dissertation is a study for the cooperation in maritime search and rescue services
between Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the People’s Republic of China and
Russian Federation, with a view of improving the conditions for the safety of lives and
properties in surrounding waters of the DPRK. The DPRK has not ratified
International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue (SAR 79 convention) but
has the obligation of implementing the SAR requirements in accordance with SOLAS
as a signatory.

The paper consists of six chapters analyzing the current situation of maritime SAR in
DPRK waters and seeking further development of the practical issues by
implementing the international requirements for the cooperation in maritime SAR.

Chapter 1 outlines a general background information of the history of maritime
industry and topography of DPRK.

Chapter 2 discusses national SAR systems of DPRK, China and Russia.

Chapter 3 examines international requirements of maritime search and rescue by
analyzing SAR related conventions, IMO documents and GMDSS.

Chapter 4 discusses the proposals on how to improve maritime search and rescue by
solving the problems occurred during the past SAR activities.

III

Chapter 5 examines the points how DPRK can enhance the cooperation in maritime
search and rescue with China and Russia.

Chapter 6 describes the suggestions for further development of maritime search and
rescue in DPRK through the cooperation.

KEY WORDS: Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Search and Rescue, Global
Integrated Shipping Information System
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

1.1

Introduction

As the transportation of passengers and cargoes through the oceans is growing due to
the large capacity of ships, the probabilities of distress incidents would also increase
even though the safety measures for preventing the incidents are taken by
international organizations, government authorities and shipping companies. First
international convention for the safety at sea was developed in 1914 by the
international maritime community after experiencing serious lessons from the
catastrophe of Titanic in 1912. Those regulations in the conventions are established
to be used before the accident happens and search and rescue service is to provide the
assistances to the people or ships after accident occurs on board. For SAR service,
International Maritime Organization adopted International Convention on Maritime
Search and Rescue in 1979, which was aimed at providing global standards and
harmonization for responding to accidents. And maritime SAR service is completely
humanitarian assistances without any purposes of making profit. Therefore, there will
be only investment but obtaining the proud of saving the lives in danger. For the
successful SAR operations, there should be well-organized systems backed and
operated by government. Within that system, SAR personnel should be trained and
equipment such as rescue boats, helicopters should be provided for immediate
operations of SAR services for 24 hours a day. And the shipping is an international
sector which involves foreign ships, crews and jurisdictions. For this reason, the
communication and cooperation between different SAR systems are essential for
saving lives and properties in distress. This paper discusses how to improve the
cooperation between Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), China and
Russia by analyzing the current situations of SAR services of each country and
focusing on SAR system of DPRK.
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1.2

Maritime Industry of DPRK

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) was founded on 9 September 1948
after the national liberation in 1945 from Japanese occupation. After obtaining the
independence, DPRK struggled to build the self-reliant economy and maritime sector
was considered as one of the most important economic sectors. Before the liberation,
the maritime industry was wholly controlled and dominated by Japanese companies
and the development of national companies was suppressed like all other sectors of
economy. The maritime industry in DPRK developed by focusing on the merchant
ship construction with its own technology and materials. Several modern shipyards
along the seaside were established for the construction of various kinds of ships such
as merchant ships, fishing vessels, passenger ships, dredgers, barges, etc. The main
shipyards are located in Chongjin, Wonsan and Nampo. The upsurge of merchant
ship construction was in 1970s and the beginning of 1980s. At that time, many
merchant ships with 15,000 DWT or more such as MU SAN, KWAN MO BONG,
TAE GAK BONG, BE GAE BONG, RYONG GUN BONG, PI RYU GANG, etc.
were constructed in shipyards of DPRK without any foreign involvement. It was a
great achievement for a nation which suffered from the cruel colonial rule for more
than 35 years and had a history of merchant ship construction no more than 10 years,
even it experienced the war from 1950 to 1953. The DPRK fleets were operated all
around the oceans of the world and highly encouraged the economic development of
the country. Some of the ships which were built at that period are still in operation
for international voyages with proper certificates in accordance with IMO
requirements. DPRK possesses technological potentialities for ship building and
waits the turning point for another upsurge. Many marine engineers and seafarers
have graduated from Kim Chaek University of Technology and Rajin Shipping
University. Fishing is also an important sector of maritime industry of DPRK. Many
DPRK fishing vessels have been operating in Okhotsk of Russia by adopting the
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fishing agreement for several decades. In recent years, the “Dan Pung”(maple) and
“Hwang Kum Hae”(golden sea) types fishing vessels are built and engaged in
operations in DPRK and Russian waters. And also hundreds of Chinese fishing
vessels are in operation within DPRK waters by bilateral agreement. There were
several distress accidents of Chinese fishing vessels in DPRK waters and SAR
operations were carried out by the request of China MRCC.

1.3

Geographical information

Korean peninsula has special significances for its geographical location, so called
“Gate of Asia” and it was a theater of rowdyism of powers for their political and
economic benefits in 19th century. The DPR Korea is located in the middle of east of
Asian Continent. It shares borders with China and Russia in the north with Rivers
Amnok and Tuman in between. The Korean peninsula has an area of 223,370 sq. km.
The northern half covers an area of 123,138 sq. km and the southern half 100,232 sq.
km. Korean peninsula is surrounded by the East Sea of Korea, the West Sea of Korea
and the South Sea of Korea. Seas cover an area of 2,229,300 sq. km. The coastline
stretches 16,532.6 km long. The area of the East Sea is 970,500 sq. km, that of West
Sea 436,100 sq. km and that of South Sea 822,700 sq. km. Continental shelves
account for about 50 percent of the whole area. The whole of West and South Seas
consist of continental shelves. It has many islands and islets with deep indented
coastlines, forming peninsulas, capes and bays. The density of watercourses of the
country is high in the world. It has many rivers, lakes and springs which give
abundant resources of water. And the water quality is very high. Most of them are
medium or small rivers except six largest rivers like Rivers Amnok, Tuman, Taedong,
Han, Rakdong and Kum. It has also varieties of lakes. Natural lakes are composed of
volcanic lakes, lagoons, oxbows and etc. The typical natural lakes are Lake Samji,
Lagoon Samil, Lake Sijung, Lagoon Man and Lake Tongjong including Lake Chon
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of Mt. Paektu.

Figure 1 Korean Peninsula, China and Russia

1.4

Climate Information

Korea has a typical temperature climate with distinct seasonal changes. The average
annual temperature is around 8°C to 12°C. The temperature of the coldest January
ranges from -5°C to -10°C in average while that of the hottest August from 23°C to
27°C in average. The average annual rainfall is a moderate 1,000-1200mm. Korea’s
climate is influenced by typical seasonal winds. It is blessed with 2,280-2,780 hours
of sunlight annually, recording more hours than the other countries lying on the same
latitude. There are also distinct dry and rainy seasons. Dry season is from April to
June and rainy season July and August. The Korean peninsula is alternatively visited
by different air currents causing climatic variations according to the season. In the
winter cold and clear weather prevails due to the dry and cool north and northwest
winds, whereas in the summer damp and warm south and southeast winds, which are
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formed at the tropical regions of the Pacific, blow in from the sea, bringing heavy
rainfall. In the spring and autumn the influences of the Asian continent and the
Pacific Ocean affect Korea with shifting winds. As a result, relatively warm and clear
weather prevails with little rainfall.
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CHAPTER 2 SAR in DPR Korea, China and Russia

2.1

Search and rescue system in DPRK

The maritime search and rescue services in the DPRK are within the scope of
government activities. And Maritime Administration itself is within the structure of a
cabinet responsible for funding and establishing the national maritime search and
rescue system. MRCC, MRSCs and CRSs which are sole organs for maritime search
and rescue in the DPRK are under the control of Maritime Administration. All of the
procedures and guidelines for SAR activities are established through the coordination
of Maritime Administration. Although the DPRK is not a signatory to SAR 79
convention, it established the national maritime search and rescue system in
accordance with international requirements, for example, IMO circulars or guidelines
and is implementing its obligations as a responsible Member States of IMO. Due to
its responsibilities of Maritime Administration for SAR services, it is necessary to
introduce the functions of Maritime Administration in DPRK. The DPRK has not
adopted bilateral agreements with China and Russia for the delimitation of SRRs and
specific assistances to render.

2.1.1

Maritime Administration

Maritime Administration carries out its obligations in accordance with Law on
Maritime Administration of the DPRK. And there are specific laws and regulations
such as Law on Ship Safety, Law on Marine Environment Protection, Law on Port,
Law on Ship Registration, Maritime Search and Rescue Regulation, etc. Maritime
Administration is the responsible entity which implements the government maritime
policies and represents the DPRK at International Maritime Organization. All of the
IMO requirements should be examined for the maritime safety and marine
environment of the DPRK and the laws and regulations are being developed and
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updated through consultation with the proper entity for adopting the laws. Maritime
administration consists of departments which are in charge of legislation, maritime
safety, marine environment, search and rescue, ship registration, marine casualty
investigation, etc. And the local maritime departments located in the seats of
provincial governments carry out their obligations to implement and monitor the
national maritime policies within their provinces. The functions of Maritime
Administration of the DPRK are as follows:

1. Development of maritime laws and regulations
2. Registration of merchant ships and fishing vessels
3. Delegation of the authority to RO and Monitoring the activities of RO
4. Flag state survey and inspection
5. Maritime casualty investigation
6. Port State Control
7. Protection of marine environment
8. Maritime search and rescue operation
9. Manning of ships
10. Establishment of standards of competence, assessment of competence of
seafarers and issue of certificates
11. Safety and management audit to ships and companies and issue of certificate
12. IMO Member State Audit Scheme

2.1.2

Non-Permanent Maritime Search and Rescue Coordination Committee

There is a Non-Permanent Maritime Search and Rescue Coordination Committee for
emergency cases of maritime distress accidents, which is headed by Prime Minister
of Cabinet of the DPRK and Chaired by Director General of Maritime
Administration in accordance with Maritime Search and Rescue Regulation. The
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committee gathers the heads of various government entities such as Ministry of
Fishing, Ministry of Land and Marine Transportation, Ministry of Public Health,
Maritime

Administration,

General

Administration

of

Civil

Aviation,

Hydrometeorological Bureau, Hydrographic Department, etc. The regular contacts
with the designated office of Korean People’s Army is maintained from the
beginning of the search and rescue operation. In some cases, the army can receive the
distress alerts from their patrol ships and communicate to MRCC. There are
agreements between Maritime Administration and General Administration of Civil
Aviation, and Maritime Administration and Ministry of Public health for quick
medical response by helicopters and telemedical assistances. The agreements are
regularly updated.

2.1.3

Maritime rescue coordination center (MRCC)

The DPRK is not a party to SAR 79 convention but adopted Maritime Search and
Rescue Regulation to fulfill its obligations for saving the lives and properties for the
humanitarian purposes. And all of the infrastructures for carrying out the SAR
operations are arranged in accordance with the IMO requirements such as SOLAS,
IAMSAR and IMO circulars. Maritime rescue coordination center was established on
14 March 2007 in Pyongyang, the capital of the DPRK. And there are three maritime
rescue subcenters in Chongjin, Hamhung and Nampo where the traffic density of
merchant ships and fishing vessels is high in the DPRK waters. The subcenters are
monitoring the communication systems of coastal radio stations which are
established along the coastal lines of east and west seas and they carry out on scene
command in cases of emergencies. Coastal radio stations are receiving the ships’
identification within their responsible areas through Automatic Identification System
(AIS) and those data will be used in cases of emergency cases. MRCC is responsible
for maritime search and rescue operations within the waters of the DPRK. It is also
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national data center for International Long Range Identification and Tracking of
Ships (LRIT), single point of contact for ship security alert system (SSAS),
registration point for maritime satellite communication and single point of contact of
maritime search and rescue within COSPAS-SARSAT system. LRIT system of the
DPRK was one of seven top advanced centers in the world in the beginning stage of
implementation requirements of LRIT. MRCC is equipped with MF/HF DSC,
INMARST C, INMARSAR F77, NAVTEX and AFTN in accordance with IMO
requirements.

Address: Mirae Dong, Pyongchon District, Pyongyang, DPRK
Location: 39º00'.00 N 125º44'.00 E
Tel: 850 2 18111 ext. 8059
E-mail: mrcc.dprk@sealink.net
IMN number: 444540010
MMSI: 004450011
Call sign: Haesagang
IMARSAT F77: Tel: 00870-765058157, Fax: 00870-765058158
Responsible area:
42º09'.00 N 130º53'.00 E
39º47'.00 N 133º13'.00 E
39º40'.00 N 133º46'.00 E
38º36'.48 N 132º58'.00 E

2.1.4

Maritime search and rescue planning

When the distress alert is received by MRCC, it will be informed to the Director
General of Maritime Administration and reported to Prime Minister. The
Non-Permanent Maritime Search and Rescue Coordination Committee will be
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organized in MRCC by the notification of Prime Minister. For a while of gathering of
the heads, the director of MRCC and officer on duty will take appropriate measures
such as communicating to China MRCC located in Beijing or Dandong MRCC
which is nearby the border with the DPRK. If the accident is concerned with Russia,
DPRK MRCC will inform to Russian MRCC in Moscow or Vladivostok MRCC
nearby DPRK. And if it is required to inform any countries other than China or
Russia, the communication will be made immediately.

And according to the national search and rescue plan, the director and duty officer of
MRCC will arrange search and rescue team and prepare initial assistances for the
people or ship in distress. They will try to find and make communication with the
nearest ships around the distress position. And any entities owning those ships will
be informed to take part in search and rescue operation. NAVTEX station in the
DPRK will promulgate the detailed information of the distress alert to the ships
within the DPRK waters as much as possible. And SAR SURPIC module of Long
Range Identification and Tracking of Ships (LRIT) will be utilized to identify any
merchant ships nearby the distress position. When the members of the
Non-Permanent Maritime Search and Rescue Coordination Committee gathered, the
search and rescue plan will be established and detailed instructions will be given to
the members of Non-Permanent Maritime Search and Rescue Coordination
Committee according to the national SAR plan.

2.1.5

Compelling needs for SAR operation in DPRK waters

There are very serious accidents which involve life losses among those reported to
IMO Global Integrated Shipping Information System (GISIS). And there are also
fishing vessel distress accidents which appropriate data are not available. Especially,
there were some very serious accidents of Chinese fishing vessels with life losses in
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DPRK waters.

As the table below shows, most of the incidents happened in winter. It is the same
trend for fishing vessels in this season. According to this analysis, DPRK MRCC
planned to pay special attentions during this period and crews on board are requested
to be more careful about any kind of machine failures and change of forecast. And
officers on duty have to be always ready to send distress alert immediately to MRCC.

Name of ship

Location

Date

Type of
accident

HIGH SEA

Wonsan port

2011.12.9

Very serious

AO YANG XI WANG

Chongjin

2012.8.29

Serious

JO PPOL

Chongjin

2012.10.4

Very serious

TU RU BONG

Chongjin

2012.10.28

Very serious

TAE GAK BONG

Chongjin

2012.12.9

Very serious

BOHAI 1

Hamhung

2016.12.29

Very serious

Table 1 Accidents in DPRK waters
Source: Global Integrated Shipping Information System (GISIS)

The term serious means there had been total loss of ships and live losses and serious
is for the cases of grounding including the oil pollution. It was quite hard to be
success in SAR operations for crews of small fishing vessels because the process of
incident happening is too short and when they send the distress alert, they are in the
water at the same time. But for merchant ships, the officers could make a judgment
of distress long before abandoning the ship on the contrary of what is happening with
a fishing vessel, so they can have enough time to send distress alert to MRCC or
nearby ships. MRCC can also have enough time to be ready for SAR operations. In
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cases of distress incidents of Chinese fishing vessels, regular communications were
established between the MRCCs of the DPRK and China for exchanging the step by
step information during SAR operations. And there were some incidents of the
DPRK fishing vessels drifting to Russian waters, especially to the SRR of
Vladivostok MRCC. There were several humanitarian assistances given by Russian
flagged merchant ships passing by to fishing vessels’ crews under the DPRK flag.

2.1.6

Cooperation in SAR operation between Navy of Korean People’s Army

and MRCC
According to the measures taken by the DPRK government, cooperation between
Korean People’s Army and MRCC became very important element for successful
SAR operations. All of the necessary procedures for providing the sufficient
assistances relating to UNCLOS and IMO conventions such as SOLAS, MARPOL
IAMSAR and SAR 79 convention are agreed between Maritime Administration and
Korean People’s Army. Patrol ships or any kind of war ships which are engaged in
navigation in the area of distress accidents can be ordered by the designated office of
the army to approach to the distress ships or crews. And according to the situations,
the helicopters of the army can participate in SAR operation in cooperation with
MRCC and SAR units on scene.

2.1.7

Telemedical Assistance Services (TMAS)

Telemedical Assistance Services in DPRK is the responsibility of Ministry of Public
Health and TMAS will be provided within the scope of national maritime SAR
system through the communication equipment in MRCC. When MRCC receives the
requests for medical assistances from the ships navigating through the DPRK waters
or any other parts of world’s oceans, MRCC will notify it to the duty officer of the
department of Ministry of Public Health in charge of emergency cases. The
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appropriate doctors to provide medical advice for the specific disease will be
contacted by the order of the ministry and sent to MRCC. For the quick and effective
implementation of this system, the agreement between Maritime Administration and
Ministry of Public Health has been adopted and updated for regular intervals.

2.2

Search and rescue in China

China became a party to International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue,
1979 on 24 June, 1985.

2.2.1

China National SAR Ministerial Meeting

There is China National SAR Ministerial Meeting (CNSMN) which is responsible
for SAR services. The representatives from fifteen ministries including the Army
attend this meeting for proper cooperation in SAR operation.

2.2.2

China MRCC

China MRCC belongs to Ministry of Transport of China (MOT) but the authority for
controlling MRCC is delegated to China Maritime Safety Administration for more
efficient cooperation in SAR services. And China Maritime Safety Administration is
one of the maritime law-enforcement bodies in China. China MRCC is responsible
for SAR incidents, prevention of loss of property, etc. National Maritime SAR Plan
is mainly based on MOT’s own resources and there are some government
organizations which have not signed it. So the cooperation between the various
agencies is within the scope of CNSMN. Dandong MRCC, which is located nearby
the DPRK, has been in close relationship with DPRK MRCC for SAR operations for
many years.

2.2.3

China Rescue and Salvage Bureau
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China Rescue and Salvage Bureau was established in 1951. It is the sole national
professional rescue and salvage organization in China. It undertakes the missions of
emergency response to maritime accidents that occur in Chinese waters such as
life-saving at sea, salvage of vessels and property in distress, maritime fire-fighting,
elimination of spilled oil as well as safety-ensuring duties for marine transportation
and offshore resource exploitations.

Figure 2 China Rescue and Salvage Bureau fleet

At the same time, it performs international obligations under relevant international
conventions and bilateral maritime agreements on behalf of Chinese government. As
an important part of China’s overall national emergency response system, China
Rescue and Salvage Bureau has been playing a key role at emergent moments to
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successfully fulfill its responsibilities of saving life, property and preserve the
environment, reflecting the Chinese government’s ruling philosophy of “People’s life
first”, and the reality of China as a truly responsible nation. China Rescue and
Salvage Bureau completed its organizational reform on June 28, 2003. After 6 years
of development and exploration, it has embarked on a unique China Rescue and
Salvage Bureau development mode with Chinese characteristics.

2.2.4

Relationship between China MRCC and China Rescue and Salvage

Bureau
The relationship between China MRCC and China Rescue and Salvage Bureau is the
cooperation in cases of emergencies. MRCC is the coordinating body for SAR
services in China and it has its own search and rescue units (SRUs), but it is difficult
for MRCC to build up sufficient SAR resources for the cases of Mass Rescue
Operation (MRO) and major disaster at sea. For these cases, China Rescue and
Salvage Bureau can be understood as the dedicated SRUs provider and all of the
SRUs of China Rescue and Salvage Bureau are available for MRCC for a successful
SAR operation. But the management is up to China Rescue and Salvage Bureau.

2.3

Search and rescue in Russia

Russia became a party to International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue,
1979 on 25 March, 1988. The national maritime search and rescue policy of Russia is
implemented by Moscow MRCC which is responsible for organizing search and
rescue services beyond 12 nautical miles by the cooperation with Emergency
Situation Ministry. Russia has been fulfilling its obligations to the international
maritime community by creating nationwide search and rescue system.

Russia has been focusing on the improvement of the existing system of search and
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rescue of people at sea, based on the cooperation with the federal executive
authorities. They have the capabilities to execute rescue operations, under
supervision of the entire leaderships of the federal executive authority that oversees
maritime search and rescue activities in the zones of responsibility of the Russian
Federation.

Vladivostok MRCC has been in cooperation with DPRK MRCC for maritime search
and rescue services for several years and there were some successful SAR operations
for DPRK fishing vessels and crews.
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Figure 3 Russia SAR system
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CHAPTER 3 International conventions and requirements for SAR

3.1

The purposes of international SAR related conventions

There are several international conventions and publications which stipulate the
obligations of the IMO Member States and shipmasters for maritime search and
rescue adopted by United Nations and IMO. And Geneva Convention for the
Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of
the Armed Forces at sea urges to provide the SAR services to those in distress at sea
even if they are the enemies. They are aimed at minimizing the probabilities of life
and property losses by the accidents at sea and providing the immediate and effective
assistances as much as possible.

Annex 12 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation sets forth the provisions
for the establishment, maintenance and operation of search and rescue services by
ICAO Contracting States in their territories and over the high seas. The Annex details
the organization and cooperative principles appropriate to effective SAR operations,
outlines required necessary preparatory measures and stipulates proper operating
procedures for SAR services in actual emergencies.

3.2

International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue, 1979

The main purpose of SAR 79 convention which entered into force on 22 June, 1985
is the enhancement of cooperation between all of the SAR stakeholders. For its
nature of maritime search and rescue, the cooperation between countries, shipmasters,
SAR units, aircrafts or military forces is essential element.

Paragraph 2.1.1 of chapter 2 of the Annex to SAR 79 convention stipulates the
general obligations of states as follows:
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Parties shall, as they are able to do so individually or in co-operation with
other states and, as appropriate, with the Organization, participate in the
development of search and rescue services to ensure that assistance is rendered
to any person in distress at sea. On receiving information that any person is, or
appears to be, in distress at sea, the responsible authorities of a Party shall take
urgent steps to ensure that the necessary assistance is provided.

The technical requirements of the SAR 79 convention are contained in an Annex,
divided into Five Chapters. Parties to the convention have the obligations to install
the equipment or establish the adequate system in their coastal waters. Parties are
encouraged to adopt the SAR agreements with neighbouring countries.

Paragraph 3.1.8 of chapter 2 of the Annex to SAR 79 convention provides the
requirements for the SAR agreement among parties.

Parties should enter into agreements with other States, where appropriate, to
strengthen search and rescue co-operation and coordination. Parties shall
authorize their responsible authority to make operational plans and
arrangements for search and rescue co-operation and co-ordination with
responsible authorities of other States.

Before the adoption of SAR 79 convention, SAR operations were planned and
carried out on the basis of the situation of each country without any international
standards. At that time there were no any unified descriptions for SAR plans or
resources between the countries which led to the complexity for the parties
participating in the SAR cooperation. The necessity of harmonizing and coordinating
the plans and resources was recognized by the maritime community to save the
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people in distress successfully and to avoid duplicated or exceeded SAR resources.
SAR 79 convention was designed to provide fundamental standards which can be
accepted by Contracting States for appropriate and effective cooperation between
neighbouring SAR organizations. And there are two manuals, IMO search and rescue
manual (IMOSAR) and Merchant search and rescue manual (MERSAR) adopted in
1971 and 1978, respectively. They aimed at carrying out the SAR operations with
maximum speed and efficiency. MERSAR which is consisted of eight chapters is the
guidance for shipmasters who might be requested for the SAR operation for people
in distress, actions to taken by ship in distress, assistances by aircraft and
communications. IMOSAR which is consisted of two parts is for governments which
are implementing the SAR 79 convention and Convention of the High Seas, 1958.
Part 1 describes how to manage existing or additional facilities for SAR services
more practically and economically. Part 2 is about the search and rescue procedures
and guidelines for the people who are engaged in SAR operation. It gives the
guidelines to contracting States to develop the unified maritime search and rescue
policies for establishing the infrastructure for SAR operation and cooperation with
neighbouring countries.

But those requirements in SAR 79 convention were acceptable for not all of the
countries due to the obligations according to the convention that they have to bear.
The capabilities of some countries to implement the convention such as installing the
coastal facilities for quick response to the distress accidents were quite limited and
resulted in slow process of implementation. By the end of 1997, 12 years after the
entering into force of the convention, only 56 countries had ratified whose combined
merchant fleet represented less than 50% of the world’s tonnage. After the deep
consideration of the convention, it was agreed to improve the IMOSAR manual and
the MERSAR manual and to harmonize the IMO and International Civil Aviation
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Organization (ICAO) SAR procedures. Through the discussions and adoption in 69th
session of the MSC in May 1998 the revised SAR 79 convention entered into force
on 1st January 2000. Up to this date 113 countries representing 80.41 percent of the
world merchant fleet tonnage have ratified the SAR 79 convention.

After the adoption of SAR 79 convention, the world’s oceans were divided into 13
SAR areas by IMO for the delimitation of the responsibilities for SRRs of the
countries concerned. And it has been discussed for the agreement of SRRs between
countries in several regional conferences but not all of the discussions reached the
agreement due to the implementation requirements of the convention. IMOSAR and
MERSAR manuals have been updated and merged into the International
Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue (IAMSAR) manual jointly developed
between IMO and ICAO. The IAMSAR manual is divided into three volumes:

1) Organizational and Management,
2) Mission Co-ordination and
3) Mobile Facilities

The primary purpose of IAMSAR manual is to assist States in meeting their own
search and rescue needs, and obligations they accepted under the Convention on
International Civil Aviation, in particular the annex 12 on SAR, the International
Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue and the International Convention for the
Safety of Life at Sea. Today IAMSAR manual is guidelines for procedures for any
kinds of aeronautical and maritime SAR services worldwide.

3.3

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 1982 (UNCLOS)

As UNCLOS is fundamental treaty for any aspect of maritime legislation, it also
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covers the requirements for maritime search and rescue which should be
implemented by contracting states.

Article 98 of the UNCLOS stipulates the obligations of Flag State and Coastal State
for maritime search and rescue as follows:

1. Every State shall require the master of a ship flying its flag, in so far as he
can do so without serious danger to the ship, the crew or the passengers;
(a) to render assistance to any person found at sea in danger of being lost;
(b) to proceed with all possible speed to the rescue of persons in distress, if
informed of their need of assistance, in so far as such action may reasonably
be expected of him;
(c) after a collision, to render assistance to the other ship, its crew and its
passengers and, where possible, to inform the other ship of the name of his
own ship, its port of registry and the nearest port at which it will call.

2. Every coastal State shall promote the establishment, operation and
maintenance of an adequate and effective search and rescue service regarding
safety on and over the sea and, where circumstances so require, by way of
mutual regional arrangements co-operate with neighbouring States for this
purpose.

3.4

International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS 74/78)

165 States representing 99.04 percent of the world merchant fleet tonnage have
ratified the SOLAS 74 which is the most important maritime convention for its
purpose of maritime safety. Some regulations of SOLAS Chapter V Safety of
Navigation is describing the requirements for search and rescue of the shipmasters
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and governments.

The main regulation for maritime search and rescue in SOLAS Chapter V is
regulation 7 which focusses on the obligation of the governments to establish the
search and rescue services. And paragraph 3 of regulation 7 stipulates the
requirements in prevention of mass search and rescue operations for the passenger
ships through the cooperation between SAR services and passengers ships
companies.

1 Each Contracting Government undertakes to ensure that necessary
arrangements are made for distress communication and co-ordination in their
area of responsibility and for the rescue of persons in distress at sea around its
coasts. These arrangements shall include the establishment, operation and
maintenance of such search and rescue facilities as are deemed practicable and
necessary, having regard to the density of the seagoing traffic and the
navigational dangers and shall, so far as possible, provide adequate means of
locating and rescuing such persons.

3 Passenger ships to which chapter 1 applies shall have on board a plan for
co-operation with appropriate search and rescue services in the event of an
emergency. The plan shall be developed in co-operation between the ship, the
company, as defined in regulation IX/1, and the search and rescue services.
The plan shall include provisions for periodic exercises to be undertaken to
test its effectiveness. The plan shall be developed based on the guidelines
developed by the Organization.
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And there are other regulations such as regulations 8 and 21 requesting the
governments to carry out their obligations by implementing the requirements for
life-saving signals and providing the up-to-date Volume III of IAMSAR manual on
board ships. Regulation 33 describes the obligations of ship masters when they are
requested to take part in SAR operation or for the cases of calling the assistances for
themselves as follows:

1 The master of a ship at sea which is in a position to be able to provide
assistance, on receiving information from any source that persons are in
distress at sea, is bound to proceed with all speed to their assistance, if
possible informing them or the search and rescue service that the ship is doing
so. The obligation to provide assistance applies regardless of the nationality or
status of such persons or the circumstances in which they are found. If the ship
receiving the distress alert is unable or, in the special circumstances of the case,
considers it unreasonable or unnecessary to proceed to their assistance, the
master must enter in the logbook the reason for failing to proceed to the
assistance of the persons in distress, taking into account the recommendation
of the Organization to inform the appropriate search and rescue service
accordingly.

3.5

The International Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue

Manual (IAMSAR manual)
UNCLOS, SOLAS, SAR 79 convention and SALVAGE 1989 are the legislative
basics for guiding the governments to establish the national SAR systems along the
coasts. But IAMSAR manual is essential guidelines for proper implementation of
those systems which should be used in real SAR operations by the SRUs and other
participants for the cooperation. In other words, IAMSAR manual is that SAR
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personnel really use in SAR operations. IAMSAR manual is the result of joint work
of International Civil Aviation Organization and International Maritime Organization
for the harmonization and cooperation of aeronautical and maritime SAR services.
The manual is consisted of three volumes which each of them deals with the specific
and detailed descriptions from the management level to the SAR personnel on
distress scene. The updating interval of IAMSAR manual is three years.

3.6

International Convention on Salvage 1989 (Salvage 1989)

Salvage 1989 replaced a convention on the law of salvage adopted in Brussels in
1910 which incorporated the “no cure, no pay” principle under which a salvor is only
rewarded for services if the operation is successful. The philosophy for Salvage 1989
to be within the scope of SAR services is based on the Article 10 of the convention
which states as follows.

Every master is bound so far as he can do so without serious danger to its
vessel and persons there on, to render assistance to any person in danger of
being lost at sea.

The difference between the SAR 79 convention and SALVAGE 1989 is that SAR
operation under SAR 79 convention is completely on the basis humanitarian
purposes which does not require any rewards from the owner of ship or people who
were in distress but SALVAGE 1989 stipulates the compensation to be paid to salvor
by its article 14.

3.7

Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS)

It is an internationally recognized distress and radio communication safety system for
ships and an automated ship to shore system using satellites and digital selective
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calling technology. The GMDSS is mandated for ships internationally by SOLAS 74
in 1988, entered into force from 1st February 1992 and became fully operational on 1
February 1999.

Figure 4 Global Maritime Distress and Safety System

3.7.1

Maritime radio communication

In 1914, two years after the Titanic catastrophe, international maritime community
adopted the first International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea. And SOLAS
chapter IV already treated the radio communication at that time which required the
passenger ships carrying more than 50 people shall be provided with radio equipment
with a range of at least 100 nautical miles.

The continuous efforts of IMO to improve the maritime safety communication has
been made for several decades after the adoption of first SOLAS and resulted in the
adoption of SOLAS in 1974 which enhanced the requirements for radio
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communication ashore and onboard. Due to the invention of the satellite
communication made it possible to send the signal to the opposite part of the earth,
maritime communication became further developed especially for the distress alert
communication.

Figure 5 Inmarsat system

It surely overcame the disadvantages of sending distress alert without any relay by
other ships. Inmarsat satellite communication is now providing the services for
sending the distress messages to any parts of the earth with a great speed which
contributes to the improvement of SAR services. It gives the possibilities for
establishing the worldwide integrated maritime distress safety system which is now
called GMDSS.

From the beginning of radio communication by the invention of Marconi to satellite
communication by Inmarsat, today faces a new development of satellite
communication technology, namely Iridium. Iridium is a commercial mobile voice
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and data satellite communication network that provides global coverage with 66 low
earth orbit satellites. Iridium will provide 66 new satellites that enable substantially
higher data transmission rates than the current system.

Figure 6 Iridium satellite system

3.7.2

GMDSS and maritime search and rescue

For the purpose of saving the people and property in distress at sea by the assistances
of GMDSS, several kinds of equipment had been requested by IMO to Member
States. And it depends on ship’s navigation areas to install the appropriate
equipment.

Sea are A1 is an area within the radiotelephone coverage of at least one VHF
coast station in which continuous digital selective calling (DSC) alerting is
available as defined by the IMO
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Sea Area A2 is an area, excluding sear area A1, within the radiotelephone
coverage of at least one MF coast station in which continuous DSC alerting is
available as defined by the IMO

Sea Area A3 is an area, excluding sea areas A1 and A2, within the coverage of
an INMARSAT geostationary satellite in which continuous alerting is
available.

Sea Area A4 is an area outside sea areas A1, A2, and A3.

Common radio communication equipment to be carried on board which are requested
by IMO are as follows.

406 MHz EPRIB
VHF radio capable of transmitting and receiving DSC and radiotelephony
NAVTEX receiver
SART
Two-way VHF portable radios

As GMDSS became into full operation in 1999, most of merchant ships engaged in
international voyages are now provided with the equipment mentioned above. It is
government responsibility to implement the obligations of flag Stats and coastal
States to install the equipment on board or establish the facilities along the coastal
lines in accordance with GMDSS requirements. For the proper implementation of
those obligations, the maritime authorities of each contracting state shall develop the
legal basis with the consideration of their national maritime situations.
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And the responsible entity of any flag states is requested to survey those equipment
and issue the certificate which certify the performances of the equipment on board.
Also coastal facilities should be capable for receiving the distress alert from ships in
distress or nearby ships for the quick response of SAR operation in accordance with
SOLAS chapter IV regulation 5 as follows:

1 Each Contracting Government undertakes to make available, as it deems
practical and necessary either individually or in cooperation with other
Contracting Governments, appropriate shore-based facilities for space and
terrestrial

radiocommunication

services

having

due

regard

to

the

recommendations of the Organization.

And all of those equipment and facilities shall be managed and operated within the
scope of national SAR system. IMO which is responsible body for international
cooperation in maritime search and rescue developed Global Master Plan according
to the status of establishment of GMDSS equipment along the coast of each country.

3.7.3

COSPAS-SARSAT

System

(Cosmicheskaya

Sistyema

Poiska

Avariynich Sudov – Search and Rescue Satellite-Aided Tracking)
The fundamental information system of SAR is the COSPAS-SARSAT system, an
international satellite system that detects distress signals from Emergency Position
Indicating Radio Beacons (EPIRBs), transmitting on the frequency 406 MHz and
notifies the nearest RCC with location data. This system which is jointly developed
by Russia, U.S, France and Canada in 1979 is consisted of both satellite and
emergency beacons that operate in tandem to rapidly notify RCCs of developing
SAR cases. COSPAS-SARSAT distress beacon detection system has assisted in the
rescue of over 35,000 people over the past 30 years. EPIRB also transmit a signal on
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121.5 MHz in order to locate the signal by rescue units on scene by homing of radio
direction finder.

The reason for including COSPAS-SARSAT within the scope of GMDSS is that
EPIRB which plays an important role for receiving the maritime distress alert by
MRCC from the ships in distress is operated by GMDSS and performance standards
and annual test requirements are regulated by IMO.

Figure 7 Process of an alarm initiated by a 406 MHz EPIRB

There are three types of COSPAS-SARSAT radio beacons, including Emergency
Locator Transmitters (ELT, for aircraft), Emergency Position Indicating Radio
Beacons (EPIRB, for vessel) and Personal Locator Beacons (PLB, for person on
land). EPIRB activating in 406 MHz is required on all SOLAS ships.

When the beacons are activated while the ship is sinking, the signal is detected by
one of two satellite constellations, a low earth orbit search and rescue (LEOSAR)
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satellite constellation and geosynchronous earth orbit search and rescue (GEOSAR)
constellation. LEOSAR and GEOSAR satellite systems are the first generation in
COSPAS-SARSAT which have some deficiencies.

Cospas-Sarsat Satellite Constellations
LEOSAR

GEOSAR

MEOSAR

Number of satellite

6

5

About 75

Altitude (km/miles)

1,000
(620)

35,900
(22,300)

19,140-23,222
(11,900-14,400)

Earth orbit time

90-100minutes

24 hours

676-845 minutes

Satellite footprint
(% earth surface)

6%

43%

37-39%

System locating
technique

Doppler

N/A

TDOA and FDOA

Satellite
Instruments

Store and forward

Bent pipe

Bent pipe

Satellite orbits

Polar orbits

Above equator

Multiple planes
inclined between
55-64.8 degrees
from the equator

Table 2 Cospas-Sarsat Satellite Constellations
Source: SARSAT and Beacon Modernization

LEOSAR system does not provide continuous coverage. For example, when a
beacon is activated it may take four to six hours for a satellite to pass by and detect
the beacon. And GEOSAR system cannot detect beacons farther north than roughly
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70 degrees which mean no ability for the detection of distress alert in the Arctic. A
new medium-altitude earth orbit search and rescue (MEOSAR) satellite system,
second generation, will detect beacons in almost real-time (i.e within 5 minutes). If
the beacon is detected by three or more MEOSAR satellites, then the location of the
beacon will be determined as well. When the full constellation of MEOSAR satellites
is in operation, the location will be determined within 10 minutes, 95 per cent of the
time.
According to IMO requirements, each country has to set up a database for the
registration of EPRIB carried on ships under their flag. The database shall contain
information about the ship itself, the ownership and contact persons in order to
forward the necessary data to the responsible MRCC.

Figure 8 Number of SAR Events and Persons Rescued with the Assistance of
Cospas-Sarsat Alert Data (January 1994 - December 2016)
Source: IMO document NCSR 5/14/3
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DPRK MRCC receives distress alert from its flagged ships from any parts of the
world oceans or other flagged ships navigating through DPRK waters where DPRK
MRCC is responsible via Hong Kong MCC through AFTN. MEOSAR system will
provide more accurate geolocation capability, more rapid detection and relay of
emergency beacon signals, and redundancy to make the system more robust. It has
profound significances for detection from Arctic and quick response for SAR
operations. This system was planned to be fully operational by 2019. Further
discussions will be held in IMO and COSPAS-SARSAT.

Table 3 Percentage of Detected Beacons that are Registered (2011 - 2015)
Source: IMO document NCSR 5/14/3
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CHAPTER 4 Proposal for improvement of Maritime SAR in DPRK

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) has established the national SAR
system in accordance with Regulation on Maritime Search and Rescue of the DPRK
and other supplementing legal basis for many years. Maritime Rescue Coordination
Center has been in operation since 14 March 2007. And its three subcenters and
coastal radio stations along east and west coastlines of the DPRK are also in service
from 2014.

4.1

Problems in SAR operation

Maritime SAR system in the DPRK is organized by the government authorities with
unified guidelines for effective responses to distress accidents. And there are
agreements between authorities and procedures for the implementation of their
obligations. But there are still several areas to be further improved for successful
SAR operations.

4.1.1

SAR facilities

MRCC, located in Pyongyang, the capital of the DPRK, is equipped with Inmarsat C,
NAVTEX, AFTN, Inmarsat F77 and internet in accordance with IMO
COMSAR/Circ.37 Guidance on Minimum Communication Needs of Maritime
Rescue Co-ordination Centres (MRCCs). It is enough for receiving distress alerts
from the ship in distress directly or from other countries concern. The
communication ability of MRCC and MRSCs can fully cover A1, A2 and A3 areas.
There were no cases of missing the distress alert since the establishment of MRCC.
The main challenge for SAR operations in the DPRK is that there are no dedicated
rescue boats or rescue vessels which are designed and built for the purpose of SAR
operations. Millions of dollars were spent to build the coastal infrastructure for
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several years according to the national SAR plan. Most of the SAR operations in the
DPRK rely on the ships navigating nearby the ship in distress with the coordination
of MRCC after receiving the distress alert. For the effective and quick response to
the distress alert, the rescue vessels shall be staying at sea all the time of the year,
then they can proceed to the informed distress position quickly and start the SAR
operations immediately.

According to the experiences, after MRCC received the distress position, it had to
spend certain period of time for searching the ships navigating nearby the distress
position. In some cases, the request of merchant ships complying to SOLAS had
been used to track the position with the SAR SURPIC module of Long Range
Identification and Tracking of Ships (LRIT). And if there is no any merchant ship
navigating nearby distress position, it had to find out any fishing vessels to render
assistances. And if the contact with nearby ship is not made, rescue boat should be
prepared to approach to the distress position. But if it is assumed that the distance
from port to distress position is 100 nautical miles and the speed of rescue boat is 10
knots, it will take 10 hours to reach the distress position. Helicopters can be used for
SAR operations but there are some cases of bad weather for flying to the sea. And
naval ships will also be informed through the established procedures to detect the
distress position and render the necessary assistances, however, helicopters and naval
ships are supplementing elements in SAR operations.

High standard rescue vessels for Search and Rescue Unit (SRU) to rescue people in
distress and save property are prior condition for the adequate SAR operations. And
SRR for the DPRK is divided into three subareas under the responsibilities of three
MRSCs. Three rescue vessels should be provided to each subcenter for sufficient
SAR operations according to the risk analysis of the accidents rate in DPRK waters.
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In the present situation, at least one rescue vessel for each subcenter is necessary for
SAR operations. The number of one for each subcenter cannot be said enough but
considering the financial issues, one rescue vessel for Nampo MRSC located in the
coast of west sea of DPRK and two rescue vessels for Chongjin and Hamhung
MRSCs located in the coasts of east sea of the DPRK should be provided now with
the consideration of the developing stage and more vessels in the near future.

4.1.2

GMDSS equipment

Coastal Radio Stations (CRS) recently built in 2014 as one of the projects for
accomplishing the national SAR infrastructure. Millions of dollars had been spent for
the construction of antennas, communication networks which links CRSs to MRCC,
electricity, Automatic Identification System (AIS) and buildings. GMDSS requires to
provide VHF Digital Selective Calling (DSC) to CRSs but it is not equipped yet.
Two MRSCs in Nampo and Hamhung are equipped with MF/HF DSCs. According to
the responsibilities of CRS, it should receive the distress alerts from the allocated
areas through VHF DSC. AIS in the DPRK is mandatory for fishing vessels and they
send their information to the designated CRSs continuously. And distress alerts from
the ships equipped with DSC should also be received by CRS. So the ability for
receiving the distress alerts from A1 area which should be provided by VHF DSC is
vague. DPRK endeavours to build its capacity to receive the distress alerts from A1,
A2 and A3 areas, but there are still some problems to be solved for the enhancement
of SAR operations. If all of the CRSs are provided with DSCs, the SAR operation in
the DPRK will be promoted to the higher level.

4.2

Training of SAR personnel

Although the government of the DPRK paid due attention to the maritime SAR
services by delegating the authority to Maritime Administration for a long time,
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national SAR system is still in process of completeness. And since MRCC, the organ
which plays the responsible role in maritime search and rescue, was established in
2007, it focused on the development of the infrastructure of national SAR system.
And quality of SAR personnel by having appropriate training is an important aspect
for the life and property savings at sea.

4.2.1

Theoretical courses

A training system for SAR personnel is already established in 2007 for the staffs of
MRCC and MRSCs in accordance with IMO Model Course. Training program is
consisted of two parts, which are GMDSS and SAR. Staffs of MRCC and MRSCs
must have plenty of knowledge about the advanced technology and the trends of
global SAR system. GMDSS is regarded as one of the most important element for
the qualification of people in MRCC and MRSCs as well as the knowledge of SAR.
IAMSAR manual is used as the essential material for all of the SAR personnel. And
certificates are issued through the examination after the training course is finished.
But the training system for the members of CRSs is not completed yet. The contents
of training courses in CRS should be different with the course of MRCC because the
staffs of MRCC should be capable to act as SAR Coordinator or SAR Mission
coordinator (SMC). But the staffs of CRS should be able to carry out their duties as
On Scene Commander (OSC) according to the situations. And for GMDSS, at
present, CRS members should spend more time to use the communication equipment
correctly and understand basic knowledge of maritime search and rescue.

4.2.2

SAR exercise

SAR exercise is consisted of two parts, simulation and exercise at sea. For simulation,
the examiner will provide the situation of the accidents by selecting one of the many
distress situations. For example, the case of drifting ship which lost the power of
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control of herself due to the engine failure will be given to examinee. The examinee
should try to plan the SAR operation according to the data of the ship in distress. The
position of ship should be calculated with the assumption of communication failure
from the time of receiving the distress alert to the present time taking into account
the speed of wind, current direction, ship tonnage, etc.

According to the national SAR plan, SAR exercise at sea is planned once a year. And
the purpose of the exercise is to enhance the cooperation between the various entities,
especially for any ships of shipping companies, to be ready for the unexpected
circumstances. The exercise is carried out by the comprehensive cooperation of all of
SAR authorities concerned which are included in Non-Permanent Maritime Search
and Rescue Coordination Committee. Some shipping companies will also participate
in this exercise. SAR exercise plan will be drafted by Maritime Administration and
approved by Non-Permanent Maritime Search and Rescue Coordination Committee.

Various situations will be given to the ships navigating nearby the distress position
without the prior notification of the exercise. All of the data from notifying the
accident to ship to arriving the distress position and kind of assistances rendered will
be recorded step by step. After arriving to the distress position, first aids will be
given to the people or ship. And then there must be a plan for further assistances, for
example, one of the crews is seriously injured or the ship in distress will be
abandoned, therefore, the crews should be on board which rescued and delivered
them to other ship for carrying them to shore. And the distress alerts will be
broadcasted by NAVTEX stations which are located in Pyongyang and Hamhumg
according to the procedures already established. In this case, the cooperation between
the bodies concerned is an important element.
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But there had been some problems such as misunderstanding, confusion, delaying,
ignoring, negligence, etc. It means that although the plans and procedures for
emergency cases are already established, there are still some problems for the
cooperation between the personnel on duty of the authorities concerned such as
Hydrometeorological Bureau and Hydrographic Department. And it has been
confirmed that more exercises, especially exercise for the cooperation, are necessary.
And it proved that MRCC as a coordinating body has some aspects to be further
improved for the implementation of the national SAR plans for carrying out the
obligations according to the situations given. Therefore, more attentions should be
paid by all of the maritime stakeholders to the maritime SAR exercise. And there is
no passenger ship engaged in international voyage in the DPRK at present. But there
must be other flagged passenger ships navigating nearby the DPRK waters, therefore
mass rescue exercises should be held on a regular basis. For that purpose, mass
rescue plan should be developed and coastal facilities along the coastlines should be
established. There are SAR plans and exercises for the passenger ships navigating in
internal waters.
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CHAPTER 5 Enhancement of Cooperation between the DPRK, China
and Russia

5.1

Objective of Cooperation

China and Russia are neighbouring countries of the DPRK which have close
relationships in many areas such as politics, economy and culture. The cooperation in
these areas has been further developed since the foundations of Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea in 1948 and the People’s Republic of China in 1949 for the
benefits of people of both countries. And the cooperation in maritime search and
rescue also has some historical backgrounds by rendering the assistances for
fulfilling the humanitarian obligations. But cooperation in SAR services is less
developed area than other areas which means that all of the services were carried out
without any legal basis. The SAR services would be more effective when it is carried
out on the strict and reliable bases for everyone participating in the operation. The
cooperation should be aimed at enhancing the effectiveness of SAR services by using
the limited resources in DPRK waters.

5.2

Risk assessment

There are some very serious accidents of merchant ships in the DPRK waters which
involved the life losses as reported in GISIS. There were six major accidents within
five years from 2011 to 2016 in the DPRK waters as shown in table 1. The accident
rate is 1.2 per year, not including the accident of fishing vessels. Most of the
accidents happened at the east sea of the DPRK during the winter, three in December,
two in October and one in August. The sea weather of the east sea of the DPRK in
winter is very rough to affect to not only for the navigation of merchant ships but
also for the fishing vessels. In this season, the wave is five meters high and the wind
speed is more than 12 meters/s. The accident rate is not so high but it should be
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assumed that two or three accidents may happen at the same time, especially in
winter. For these cases, two rescue vessels may be required to participate in SAR
operation and one should carry out the duty for another accident which may occur at
the same time. Therefore, three rescue vessels should be provided for each subcenter.

For those distress accidents, SAR operations were carried out by the coordination of
DPRK MRCC but there were some problems for achieving successful results. And
probably there would have been more effective SAR services if the cooperation
procedures between neighbouring countries were established and more SAR
resources were provided. The merchant ships which had been totally lost are
different flagged ships and some of fishing vessels were registered in China. In cases
of Chinese fishing vessels’ distress alerts in the DPRK waters, all of the information
were communicated to China MRCC and Dandong MRCC step by step. There are
hundreds of Chinese fishing vessels in operation in DPRK waters which require
highly organized cooperation in SAR services between MRCCs of both countries.

And there were several drifting accidents of DPRK fishing vessels to Russian waters
due to the engine failures and some other conditions of the vessels. And it is found
that the rate of life losses in winter is quite higher than in summer due to the
temperature of sea water is very low for the crews over board to survive waiting for
the assistances from SRUs. The main cause for missing the opportunities of saving
more people in distress is the lack of SAR resources. There are some rescue boats for
the emergency cases in DPRK waters but the ability of those boats is quite low for
the quick response to the urgent distress incidents.

5.3

SAR agreement

SAR operation involves a wide range of technical and human resources consisted of
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vessels, SAR helicopters, airplanes and satellite communications. In this sense, the
agreement should be adopted by the government bodies such as ministries which are
delegated the authority by the governments to use any kind of facilities or human
resources for proper operation of SAR services and to allow the SAR resources of
the other parties to its SRR to join the SAR services. The successful result of SAR
services depends on how to use those resources effectively through the cooperation
of the parties participating, especially when dealing the catastrophes with limited
resources.

There are some examples of maintaining the proper arrangements for SAR
operations without the SAR agreements regarding delimitating SRR. Sweden and
Denmark established their responsible areas of each other without the agreement. But
agreement should include not only the delimitation of SRR but also effective use of
facilities owned by the other parties and other aspects such as allowing the other
party’s SAR facilities to enter the other party’s territory, designating appropriate
MRCCs for emergency cases, etc.

The DPRK, China and Russia are maintaining good relationships without the
agreement for delimitating SRR but there were some problems for the effective use
of SAR facilities such as rescue vessels and aircrafts of the other parties. For more
effective and beneficial achievements of SAR operation of both countries, the
agreements which stipulate detailed aspects of cooperation should be adopted.

5.3.1

Implementation of international obligations for cooperation in SAR

services
For any kind of cooperation, the parties should confirm and carry out their
responsibilities in accordance with the established legal basis. The DPRK recognizes
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the importance of bilateral and multilateral cooperation to enable the orderly
execution of maritime SAR missions but has not entered into the SAR agreement
with any neighbouring countries before. The DPRK participates in regional SAR
workshops and seminars organized by IMO and International Maritime Rescue
Federation (IMRF). The cooperation should have the legal basis which ensures the
responsibilities of each party. United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
Article 98 established the basic international legal framework for the coastal states to
render the assistances through the cooperation with the neighbouring countries. And
SAR 79 convention chapter 3 encourages the States to carry out SAR operations in
cooperation with other States. DPRK has been preparing for several years to
implement SAR 79 convention even though it is not a party to it and to adopt the
bilateral agreements with China and Russia by establishing SAR infrastructures
along its coastlines.

For the implementation of SAR 79 convention, China, since the approval to the
convention in June 1985, established its national SAR system by the coordination of

Figure 9 Maritime search and rescue regions in the South East Asian Region
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China Rescue and Salvage Bureau which is professional rescue and salvage
organization and in charge of international cooperation in China. China Rescue and
Salvage Bureau made some organizational reform for more effective SAR services
by 2003. China Rescue and Salvage Bureau saved 49429 lives, 3479 ships and 1686
wrecks. 191 rescue vessels and 119 salvage vessels and 12 rescue aircrafts are under
the control of China Rescue and Salvage Bureau. The statistics data are up to 2009.

Due to 89 very serious maritime distress accidents in South China Sea (SCS) from 24
May 1984 to 24 May 2014, China is encouraging the cooperation in international
maritime search and rescue in South China Sea with its neighbouring countries such
as Vietnam, Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Thailand and
Cambodia. And five countries, Thailand, Cambodia, Malaysia, Philippines and
Brunei, are not the parties to SAR 79 convention because of the costs for establishing
the SAR infrastructure and a reluctance to allow searching ships or aircraft of another
country access to sovereign waters or territory which makes the cooperation not
sufficient.

One example is the missing Malaysia Airline MH370 incident in 2014 which
demonstrated the lack of coordination among the coastal states in SCS regarding the
implementation of their obligations to provide the necessary assistances at sea. To
avoid the complexity and promote the regional cooperation for the coastal states of
SCS, Declaration on the conduct of Parties in the South China Sea (DOC) was
adopted in 2002. And Code of Conduct in the SCS (COC) is under negotiation. A
joint maritime search and rescue exercise by China and Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) member states was held on 31 Oct. 2017 to strengthen the
cooperation in maritime search and rescue between the two parties. The exercise was
hosted by China Maritime Search and Rescue Centre involving not only entities of
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maritime affairs but marine forces from Thailand, Philippines, Cambodia, Burma,
Laos and Brunei. It was assumed that Chinese passenger liner “Magic” collided with
Cambodian cargo vessel “Jupiter” 10 nautical miles east of Nansan Island. 1,000
participants, 20 ships and three planes were engaged in the exercise, the largest joint
maritime search and rescue exercise between China and ASEAN ever held.

Russia ratified SAR 79 convention in March 1988 and had implemented the
obligation for the cooperation in SAR services with the coastal states of Black Sea
such as Bulgaria, Georgia, Romania, Turkey and Ukraine. Russia adopted the
agreement on Cooperation Regarding Maritime Search and Rescue Services among
Black Sea Coastal States in November 1998. By adopting the agreement, the
cooperation in Black Sea improved through development of the regional SAR plan
and aeronautical SAR services by the parties in conformity with the Convention on
International Civil Aviation 1944.

Russia and Norway have collaborated on maritime SAR since 1956 by adopting the
1956 agreement on search and rescue at sea between Soviet Union and Norway
which was replaced by bilateral Barents SAR agreement of 1995 between Russia and
Norway. This agreement bases its framework of activities on SAR 79 convention
which both Russia and Norway are parties. And the obligations in accordance with
the agreement is carried out by the IAMSAR manual. The agreement stipulates the
conditions for joint operations, provision of assistance and clarifies how requests for
assistances are to be provided.

And Russia is paying considerable attention to the engagement in the cooperation
with other parties in Arctic. Russian International Affairs Council developed
“Proposal for the international Cooperation Roadmap” from 2012 to 2018. The
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roadmap covers legal, institutional, environmental, natural resource, transportation,
security and scientific aspects. And maritime search and rescue is one of those
aspects of cooperation. In May 2011 the Arctic Council Agreement on Cooperation
on Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arctic was signed. This
agreement is an international treaty concluded among the member states of the Arctic
Council – Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden and the
United States. The agreement stipulated the delimitation of the search and rescue
regions (SRR) and responsibilities of the members of the Council.

5.3.2

Contents of SAR agreement

SAR agreement should reflect the most necessary factors which are vital for the
cooperation of the countries concerned. IAMSAR manual I will provide the basic
standards for the elements of the agreement.

5.3.2.1 Delimitation of SRRs
The delimitation of SRRs with China and Russia for the DPRK is the first step for
developing the further cooperation in DPRK waters. The DPRK established its SRR
but there was no attempt to agree with China and Russia. It entered into an
agreement with Russia regarding the delimitation of sea boundary but there has been
no any negotiation for sea boundary with China. SRRs shall have nothing to do with
the boundary delimitation. SAR operations between the DPRK and Russia had been
carried out on the basis of sea boundary delimitation. It is not allowed for rescue
vessels and helicopters to cross the boundary for SAR operations without the prior
notification and approval of the other party. And the issue of approval needs the
process through the established procedures which requires certain period of time
resulting in the delay of rendering the assistances to the people in distress.
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And there was no any agreement mentioning that the sea boundary shall be regarded
as delimitation for SRRs of the DPRK and Russia at the same time which means
there were no any prior discussions between two parties how to share the
responsibilities for the distress alerts or how to cooperate for specific situations
according to the agreed boundary. SAR 79 convention stipulates that the purpose of
establishing SRR is to ensure the provision of adequate shore-based communication
infrastructure, efficient distress alert routing, and proper operational coordination to
effectively support search and rescue services. According to the experiences of not
clarifying the delimitation of SRR, the distress alerts from some sources were sent to
the wrong routes which required to relay to the other party in charge. It also posed
additional danger to the people in distress by delaying the time for the rescue.
Therefore, the delimitation of SRRs would give the advantages to send the distress
alerts to the parties concerned exactly for quick and effective responses to the
accidents. SRR with neighbouring countries shall not be regarded as the separating
lines which restrict the access of one party to the others but gives the concept of the
responsibility for providing the immediate assistances to the people in distress.

The DPRK and China have not entered into the agreement for the delimitation of the
sea boundary. And there is no agreement for the delimitation of SRR, either. The
cooperation for SAR services for Chinese ships in distress in the DPRK waters and
its ships in Chinese waters had been carried out without any mutual agreement and
some of them were not so successful. One of the reasons is that some of the distress
alert signals were notified to the party whose SRR is not appropriate to the distress
position and resulted in delay of rendering necessary assistance. These cases are also
due to the absence of agreed delimitation of SRR between the DPRK and China.

Flight Information Region (FIR) is an airspace of defined dimensions within which
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flight information service and alerting service are provided. These should be
delineated to cover the whole of air route structure by such regions. And there are
some cases that SRRs coincide with FIRs. In cases of the absence for maritime SRRs
among neighbouring countries, FIRs can be agreed as maritime SRRs through the
negotiations of the parties concerned and it is what IMO and ICAO encourage the
Member States. There are operational advantages in harmonizing aeronautical and
maritime SRRs. And it will enhance the efficiency of SAR services, enhance
co-ordination and avoid duplication of efforts.

5.3.2.2 Entry of SAR facilities into the territory of the other party
SAR services are the humanitarian assistances which require the immediate actions
to rescue the people in water. Any kind of delay due to the lack of facilities may lead
to the serious result, especially in winter when the sea water temperature is very low.
If it is assumed that the people in distress are in the position nearby the territory of
the other party and there is no rescue facility around that position but one rescue boat
in the other party’s area which can provide the assistance immediately, it is possible
to save the people in distress by the other party’s facility. And there is one more
example that in cases of catastrophe; - it is difficult to rescue all of the people in
short time with limited resources, therefore, there must be involvement of SAR
facilities of the other party. The more time is spent, the more people will die. The
parties of the agreement should consider this notion carefully and allow the SAR
facilities into their territories. And appropriate procedures for the bodies concerned
of each party should be established based on the agreement.

5.3.2.3 Other elements
The appropriate procedures for cooperation for the designated RCCs should be
developed and any kind of SAR procedures and communications should be based on
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IAMSAR manual. There must be mutual visits by SAR personnel, joint training or
exercise, exchanging of pertinent to SAR or communication information and
establishment of one or more SAR committees to provide a means for ongoing
cooperation in improving SAR effectiveness.

5.4

Technical cooperation

The technical cooperation can be a part of SAR agreement but it is aimed at
highlighting technical cooperation between the DPRK and China, and the DPRK and
Russia. And the scope of technical cooperation which will be discussed in this paper
is SAR facilities and GMDSS equipment.

The cooperation between the parties should develop for the benefits of the people of
both countries. As the DPRK built the national SAR infrastructure along its coastline
for several year, MRCC, MRSCs and CRSs are now in operation to provide the
necessary assistances to the people in distress through close relationship with
international community. The DPRK has its own SRUs which are under the control
of MRCC. The rescue boats of SRU are low standard ships which have not enough
capacities to render the appropriate assistances to the people in distress on the basis
of quick response.

There are many Chinese fishing vessels engaged in operation in the DPRK waters
and some serious accidents occurred during the past years which involved life losses.
SAR operations were carried out with regular communication between MRCCs of
both countries. And some of the results were not so good. The main reason is the
lack of the number and ability of SAR facilities. DPRK MRCC tried its best to
dispatch the SAR boats to the distress position but not enough assistances were
provided due to the conditions of SAR boats. And there were some cases that more
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people would have been saved if the rescue assistances were rendered five or ten
minutes before.

The DPRK has inadequate DSC which is one of the vital elements for receiving the
distress alerts and organizing the SAR operations. MRCC is equipped with GMDSS
communication installations in accordance with IMO requirements. But the newly
built CRSs are not properly provided with the communication equipment, especially
VHF DSC. CRSs which are established along the DPRK coastlines would play an
important roles for SAR operations and increase the probabilities of success of the
services. And the procedures for cooperation among neighbouring countries through
the CRSs should be further developed for the enhancement of saving the people of
both parties.
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CHAPTER 6 Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1

Conclusions

As the economy of the DPRK and its neighbouring countries, China and Russia,
grows, the transportation by sea would also increase. More and more ships would
engage in supplying the natural resources and transporting the commodities. Some
experts of China are now seeking the solutions to transport the large amount of the
commodities produced in three provinces in north east of China through the port
which is located nearby Chinese border in the northern part of the DPRK.

Many Chinese fishing vessels and merchant ships in the west sea and east sea of the
DPRK which are engaged in fishing and maritime trade would require the SAR
assistances at any time. When people discuss about the fishing agreement, they
should also pay attention to the SAR operation for the distress accidents of their
vessels. It will give them benefits by saving the people and their properties. And
SAR forces in these area should be always ready for the emergency cases such as
distress incident of 238-ton Chinese fishing vessel “Lurongyu 2859” on 30 Sept.
2014 resulted in five people rescued and nine missing.

Russia is trying to develop its economy by increasing the investment to the coastal
areas of the Pacific Ocean which would require more transportation by sea. For that
purpose, Vladivostok port with handling capacity of 11 million tons of cargo per year
would play a backbone role. Therefore, the density of shipping in these areas will
increase dramatically if the established plans are accomplished successfully.

The purpose of national and Global SAR Plans is to minimize the live losses and
decrease the rate of incidents by enhancing the recognition of the importance to SAR
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services and prevention of distress incidents. China and Russia have already
completed the infrastructures for GMDSS along their coastlines in accordance with
IMO requirements. And DPRK has mostly finished except some equipment aspects
which should be solved in near future.

IMO established the global cooperation regime for the maritime search and rescue
and encourages the Member States to implement the requirements for the successful
SAR services by adapting all of the necessary measures provided by IMO. The
conventions and guidelines such as SOLAS, SAR 79 convention and IAMSAR
manual are now used as the fundamental documents for the states that endeavor to
develop the cooperation.

6.2

Recommendations

The authorities for maritime SAR services of the DPRK, China and Russia should
identify the gaps remaining in the cooperation in SAR services concerned with their
countries with a vision of contributing to the global maritime safety and environment
and also for their national benefits in terms of saving the lives and ships.

For the present stage, it is necessary to develop certain measures to enhance the
effectiveness of the cooperation in maritime SAR services in DPRK waters as
follows:

1) Each party should develop the legal basis for the cooperation in SAR
services in DPRK waters. The procedures for the communication of the
incidents and carrying out the SAR services should be harmonized clearly.
Designated MRCCs should exchange any changes of the equipment and
facilities on a regular basis.
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2) Due considerations should be paid to the establishment of the system for
the communication among the patrol ships of the naval forces of each
party. Dedicated SRUs should always play the major role in SAR services
but the assistances by the navy would make it more effective. The
designated MRCCs can coordinate some practical issues, for example the
communication frequency, between the patrol ships navigating nearby the
distress position. And other resources should be encouraged to be used as
SAR resources on a voluntary basis.
3) Chinese fishing vessels engaged in the operation in DPRK waters should
be provided with appropriate information about the SAR bodies of the
DPRK, therefore, they can immediately make the contact for the
assistances in emergency cases. DPRK MRCC should establish designated
office or system for providing any kind assistances to Chinese fishing
vessels in its waters in collaboration with China MRCC. And also, DPRK
fishing vessels operating in Russian waters and on the border of Russia
should carry on board the necessary information about Vladivostok MRCC
for the distress cases in accordance with the procedures mentioned in
paragraph 1).
4) SAR Co-ordinating Committees between the DPRK and China, and the
DPRK and Russia should be established. The committees should be able to
control all kinds of SAR facilities on a regional basis and other resources
which can be used for SAR including national, private, commercial and
volunteer

resources.

Those

resources

should

provide

advice,

communications facilities and databases, ship reporting systems, training,
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etc. SAR managers should meet regularly for further development of the
cooperation.
5) Joint SAR training should be held to increase the awareness of SAR
stakeholders of parties, to detect some deficiencies and to improve the
cooperation of the parties. The detailed assessments should be given for
every aspects of the training and should be discussed in SAR
Co-ordinating Committee.
Since the concept of GMDSS appeared nearly 40 years ago, there have been
numerous advances in the development of telecommunications for maritime safety,
security and environmental protection. Inmarst, AIS-SART, NAVTEX are the
achievements of the efforts of IMO, IMSO and ITU for the accomplishments of the
humanitarian obligations. And the system established worldwide can be used more
effectively by SAR providers of every Member State through the cooperation.
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